XL Bolt-On PiXL

V1/V2 Support

Create, edit and save custom graphics!

Y

V1/V2

Create alpha-numeric text using built-in fonts*

Y

V1/V2

Send and show graphics on one or many Vorne XL devices
simultaneously with a single command!

Y

V1/V2

Use rich library of premade graphic symbols!

Y

V1/V2

"Screen Grab" live display from the XL and edit!

Y

V1/V2

Import common graphic files and convert to XL!

Y

V1/V2

"Identify" devices to insured correct IP addresses and
asset names are on the right physical hardware.

Y

V1/V2

Edit and Add to V1's stored Message Images!

Y

V1 Only

Free - 2 Hour 3 Device trial!*

Y

Pricing is based on the number of Vorne XL devices.
10-Pack (One-Time)
Each device after 10-Pack purchase (One-Time)

$1,495
$75

License: Product is node-locked to a PC/Server. Additional license seats can be purchased at a discount for the same
location/installation. Call or E-mail for quote. One-Time licenses will function indefinitely.
Training: Includes one hour of training - guiding users through the basics of PiXL and designating one user as point
person to become subject matter expert. Additional training available and quoted upon request.
Support: E-mail, telephone and online product support is included in the price of the software. Users should have a
working knowledge of typical Microsoft Windows applications.
Fonts: PiXL is provided with 2 fonts specifically designed for the LED matrix of the Vorne XL800 and XL810 series
displays. Other fonts can be used but may not render readably with the limited resolution of the LED blocks.
*DEMO License: Supports only image download and functions that don't affect the operation or permanent
configuration of the XL. Allows Send/Show/Hide image and "Device Identify" which temporarily and non-destructively
displays each device's Asset ID and IP Address.
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